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Collection spending benchmarking
 Comparison is a central concept of benchmarking
 Compare a variety of metrics and workflows in your library to those at other 
libraries to figure out areas for possible improvement in your library
 Compare to see if you might be underserving your students
 Why look at collection spending?
 Because at CUNY, and many other schools, Personnel Services budgets are very 
large (75-85%), not very flexible, and often allocated in different processes than 
OTPS budgets (other than personnel services).  
 Because, when all is said and done, more money means more direct, 
immediate access to more materials. 
Datasets
 IPEDS –The Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System 
 The National Center for Education Statistics (NCES)—from the Institute of 
Education Sciences (IES)—a branch of the US Department of Education!
 Reporting is required if a school’s students are eligible for federal financial aid. 
 Accessible for free online—through a basic website tool or full download
 Has financials, library collection size, and basic circulation stats 
 ACRL Survey –The Association of College and Research Libraries
 Has much more information on services—reference, teaching and external 
funding
 Requires a subscription (CUNY subscribes)
 Has a very good online tool
Comparisons and Rankings
 Look at how much your school spends per student compared to other in a 
similar grouping
 Can look at all schools in a consortium, schools in a particular Carnegie Class, 
schools in a particular area, or schools with similar enrollment profiles
 If you arrange all the schools in a group from the most spending per 
student to the least spending, you can see how your spending compares. 
 Percentile rank = [Position among the schools]  ÷ [total number of schools 
in the comparison group]
 You can say number 29 out of 145 schools OR just 20th percentile
 Used on standardized tests
 Percentile Rank lets you compared placement between different sized 
comparison groups
How to calculate basic 
stats
 First you go to the IPEDS “Compare Institutions” 
tool. This lets you select particular elements of the 
dataset to download as an Excel sheet (Google 
to find it!)
 Second, you select the institutions in your 
comparison group
 ”By Groups” > “EZ Groups”
 Check off the boxes to indicate the schools you 
want
How to calculate basic 
stats
 Third, select the “variables” (the types of data) 
you are interested in
 Browse or search the variables and pick out “12-
month full-time equivalent enrollment” under the 
frequently used variables section
How to calculate basic 
stats
 Continue to, select the “variables” (the types of 
data) you are interested in
 Browse or search the variables and pick out “Total 
materials/services expenditures” in the Academic 
libraries section
How to calculate basic 
stats
 Next you need to create the 
“derived” variable—Spending per FTE
 Follow the prompts to create a 
“Ratio”
 “Choose from my Variables”
 Indicate that the total spending 
should be divided by the FTE
How to calculate basic 
stats
 Follow the prompts to download an 
Excel file of your selected data
 Open your excel file and sort by the 
variable you created
 Find your school’s name, and count 
its position 
 Divide the total number of schools 
with data by the position of your 
school to get the percentile rank
Results
 After adjustments, CSI comes out at $45 per student -4th percentile
 Several other CUNY schools in the Carnegie class have similar, but slightly 
better numbers
What to do with your results
 Because you want faculty angry about funding when something is cut, not 
angry at you for choosing to cut it or not looking at deals
 Because this reduces funding to a simple data point that people can 
remember
 Because saying—95% of schools like us spend more per student on library 
resources shames people into caring
 Because $45 per student can’t even buy most textbooks—and students 
are buying 10 textbooks a year for themselves
 Share them widely across campus—and use them as simplistic measures--
because sometimes simple measures are needed to make an impact with 
your administration, faculty, and campus community.
Links, References, and Contacts
 IPEDS website: https://nces.ed.gov/ipeds/use-the-data
 ACRLMetrics (subscription required): https://www.acrlmetrics.com/
 ACRL Standards for Libraries in Higher Education (with information on benchmarking):  
http://www.ala.org/acrl/standards/standardslibraries
 CUNY Library Statistics Working Group LibGuide: https://guides.cuny.edu/cunystats
 OLS runs this calculation (and many other great visualizations) using Tableau, with the 
CUNY campuses as the comparison group. Check it out:  
https://public.tableau.com/profile/cunyols#!/vizhome/shared/K5MFJZQ7N
 CUNY Librarians—Be Careful! We get more external funding than many other schools; use 
ACRL data if you want to compare widely or get dollar amounts to share with the campus
 My article “National Data Sets and Calculating Percentile Ranks” with full instructions, 
screenshots and further analysis is forthcoming in College and Undergraduate Libraries.
 Christine McEvilly; College of Staten Island, CUNY; Christine.McEvilly@csi.cuny.edu
